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KINGSTON WHARVES LIMITED
ACQUIRES LIEBHERR LHM 550
MOBILE HARBOUR CRANE TO
BOOST PORT PRODUCTIVITY

KINGSTON WHARVES LIMITED (KWL) has added to its port terminal operations
a new Liebherr LHM 550 mobile harbour crane with the capacity to handle the
new generation of vessels to traverse the expanded Panama Canal.
The acquisition is expected to increase, significantly, the levels of productivity
achieved at the KWL port and forms part of the Company’s plans for strategic
expansion aligned with business demand. The addition brings KWL’s fleet of
mobile harbour cranes to a total of five.
The LHM 550 is designed for versatile and efficient handling of up to Post.
Panamax-sized vessels, reaching as far as 18 cargo containers across with a
lifting capacity of 144 tonnes and 54 meters in maximum radius, depending
on configuration The new equipment is among the most modern in its class,
including advanced Liebherr electronic systems which guarantee highly
responsive, smooth and precise manoeuvrability while maximizing operational
safety.
A multi-purpose crane, the LHM 550 is
particularly suited to boost operational capacity
at the Kingston Wharves terminal which
handles an extensive range of cargo types
including bulk, break-bulk and containers.
‘The addition of new container handling
equipment is a major plank in our growth
strategy - this new mobile harbour crane
in particular ensures Kingston Wharves will
remain competitive in a global market and the
Post-Panamax era. We are ensuring we have
the right equipment and capacity to maximize
efficiencies, increase our responsiveness
and ultimately meet customer demand’ said
Grantley Stephenson, the Company’s Chief
Executive Officer.

HOW WE WORK
-

5 Mobile Harbour Cranes
16 Reach Stackers
15 Trucks
15 Bomb Carts
1 Empty Container Handler
1 Toploader
1 Terberg Tug Master
Tideworks Terminal
Operating System

Beginning operations in December 2015, the crane was transported in major
components from its manufacturing plant in Nenzing, Austria and fully assembled
in Kingston by a joint-team of Liebherr and KWL engineers.
Kingston Wharves Limited was established in 1945 and has been consistently
voted among the leading multi-purpose port terminals in the Caribbean. Certified
under the International Ships and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code, KWL is
strategically located at the Port of Kingston and operates 24 hours daily.
The Company is regional hub to a number of major Shipping Lines with
connections to more than 20 ports around the world.
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